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Firstly, I would like to thank the EC Agriculture Journal for the invitation to collaborate with an editorial article in which we expose

a controversial issue: the need to cultivate medicinal plants and benefits, and the problem when cultivated species are alien plants or
invasive alien plants.

On the one hand, the medicinal plants' cultivation can be an alternative or a new possibility in countries where agriculture is an impor-

tant factor in the economy. This cultivation type is especially interesting in the worldwide-depressed areas where it can be an economic

resource [1]. Moreover, it is well known that the rise of Phytotherapy and the use of natural products or medicinal plants have caused an

increase in the number of patients suffering detrimental health effects because of the low quality of products. In fact, WHO acknowledges
that insufficient attention has been paid to the guarantee and quality control of herbal medicines and natural products in general [2]. The

raw materials of products from medicinal plants have their origin in nature, in the wild and cultivated fields. This is the starting point to
obtain natural products (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Steps towards obtaining natural products.

Good agricultural practices are the first step towards the quality, safety and efficacy of products from medicinal plants. In addition,

these practices play a very important role in the protection and conservation of natural resources. They are necessary for the sustainable

exploitation of medicinal plants. There are WHO Guidelines on Good Agricultural and Collection Practices of Herbal Medicines (GACP)
which describe techniques, processes and other necessary measures to ensure suitable and controlled cultivation and harvesting [3]. The
training of farmers and other stakeholders, such as producers, handlers and processors of medicinal plant material is necessary. This
training is one in a series of many important measures aimed at ensuring that good agricultural and collection practices are applied in

guaranteeing high quality medicinal plant raw materials. WHO also recommends that the medicinal plant crops be carried out according

to the background on species and their behavior when they are being grown. In the absence of specific scientific data, WHO recommends
applying traditional methods of cultivation when they are viable or developing new methods through research. In general, suitable ag-

ronomic principles, including crop rotation and tillage, should be applied adapted to the characteristics of plants and environment con-

ditions. Conservation agriculture must be applied because of it protects water resources, forms and protects soil, sustains biodiversity,
provides habitats for native wildlife, stores and cycles nutrients, provides carbon sinks, maintains water table levels, maintains regional
weather patterns, reduces risk of salinity and soil erosion, provides shelter for stock and crops and conserves genetic resources. An
optimal agricultural practice should take into account the selection of territories, knowing possible impacts on the ecological and social
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environment, adapting techniques to climate and soil, and having mechanisms to maintain and protect the plants. Despite compliance
with WHO recommendations, problems arise with alien medicinal plants. Alien species are species that have become established in areas
outside their natural range. These plants can be cultivated without interaction with the new environment, or become naturalised, or they

can be invasive damaging, even destroying, native ecosystems. That is, in many cases, alien species do not pose a significant risk and many

are even beneficial. However, in those cases where alien species are capable of causing significant harm to environment, economy or so-

ciety, these plants are “invasive alien species". The same alien species can be invasive alien plant in a territory but not in others, because
of the invasive behavior that depends on the environmental conditions and ecosystem characteristics. This is the reason that justifies that

the alien species cultivation is always a potential risk and requires control measures in order to protect native ecosystems and landscapes
all over the world [4]. Everybody understand that we must eradicate the alien plants declared invasive from places where these plants

behave as such, and we should not use them. However, in places with depressed economy and those with deeply rooted traditional customs, people use these species as medicinal plants and resort to wild-collection for obtaining them [5]. These situations make it difficult
to control invasive alien plants and we can be consider them as a disincentive to medicinal alien plants crops.

The medicinal plants' cultivation is necessary and so is the exotic species control where these can be invasive alien plants. We must

find a balance that allows, on the one hand, to respond to the continuing demand for these plants, on the other, to safeguard native ecosystems. We can achieve this objective defining and limiting in clear form the invasive alien species concept and trying to all countries accept
the concept and implement it. We must take into consideration potential economic and environmental damages. We need find a balance
so as not to harm the development of economy nor ecosystems. From there, we can propose control measures for enhancing the safety

of medicinal alien plant crops. It is not about not cultivating, it is about cultivating the right species in the right places. In this way, the

benefit can be global: Users, including industry, would have the demanded medicinal plants and the agriculture in countries throughout

the world could benefit from the cultivation of new species, alien but not invasive, that do not harm the environment when the adequate
control measures are implemented worldwide.
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